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The language of exploration pervades early modern European descriptions of natural 
philosophical activity: “discoveries” were published in “journals” and the novel telescope and 
microscope revealed “new worlds”. 
 
These discoveries took place in metropolitan spaces (libraries, laboratories, observatories, 
society meeting rooms, university studies and basements) but answers to questions about 
the globe’s shape, geography, topography, magnetic qualities, meteorology, oceanography, 
peoples, botany, zoology, geology among other things needed a range of instruments to be 
operated by skilled observers.  Once such instrument was the ship. 
 
An instrument such as this was far and away the most expensive of its age; Cook’s Endeavour 
cost something of the order of £13,000 (approximately $13 million in today’s money) and of 
course, like subsequent scientific/military conjoints, the state would only pay this because of 
its dual scientific and imperial purposes. 
 
While it is well known that the primary scientific aim of the Endeavour was to deliver a 
telescope to Tahiti to observe the transit of Venus, in this paper I will outline how the ship 
was much more than a delivery vehicle.  The Endeavour itself traced out its path in relation to 
its anchor point (the Greenwich Observatory near London) and in so doing was an instrument 
that made inscriptions on a global scale. 
 
Even more importantly these inscriptions bear a profound relationship to the outlines of 
countries they bring into being and can do so by virtue of exploiting a cluster of mapping 
technologies that I shall further outline. 
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